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The beneficial features of our packs
THE PRODUCTION CYCLE IS CARRIED OUT ENTIRELY WITHIN THE COMPANY
Materials are submitted to thorough tests defined by strict internal procedures to ensure that all our packs
have all characteristics of a high quality product.

Packing machines
5

Multipack

with handle
woven or extruded net

WOVEN NET

EXTRUDED NET

FILM AND PRINTING

heat sealing

Wide range of woven tubular nets in
PE; available in all colours and threads
according to product characteristics and
requirements.

Wide range of extruded flat or tubular nets;
available in in PE or PP and in different
colours and threads according to product
characteristics and requirements.

Films, mono or laminated, are available in
different thickness, according to product
characteristics and weight required.
Shiny or matte.

Packs from
1 kg up to 5 kg
Packing machine CBR

Resistant and strong, woven net is
mainly used with citrus fruits.

Packs look more compact and uniform
thanks to its slight stifness. It is very
gentle on the product.

HD printing plates with state of the art
technology Kodak Flexcel NX.
Flexo printing in 4 colour process and
Pantone. Up to 10 colours. Printing may be
registered or in continuous.

NEW

1 Sormabag
woven net

2

heat sealing

Sormabag
heat sealing

Packs from
250 gr up to 2.5 kg
Packing machine SBU

Plastic used to make Sormabag is
reduced by 50% when compared
to currently used packs. Net bag
with a shaped handle on one side.
Improved product visibility.
Easy to grab. Suitable for citrus
fruits, shallots, onions, chestnuts,
garlic, avocados and other similar
products.

Net bag with a shaped handle
on one side. Improved product
visibility. Easy to grab.
Suitable for citrus fruits, shallots,
onions, potatoes chestnuts,
garlic, avocados and other
similar products.

extruded net

4

Tubolar

SBU

extruded net
heat sealing

2

Packs from
3/4 fruit pack
Packing machine BRS

4

with extruded net or film
Output: up to 35 pack/min

High production and versatile electronic packing machine
ideal to pack citrus fruits, potatoes, onions and similar products.
Flexible tube that allows two tube sizes in one.
Furthermore net length can be adjusted independently from
the film handle allowing the use of the same handle for
different weight ranges.
SBU-134 is equipped with an automatic arm to lift and
position the net roll into the machine and with an ultrasound
system to register the film without using any black marks.

Vertical tubular
pack for calibrated
products. Ample space
for communication on
front and back. Ideal for
premium onions, lemons,
grapefruit or other round
products.

Pack with handle for a better
hold. The printing of the film
is the same front and back
to improve the space
for communication.
Suitable for citrus fruits, onions
and potatoes.

3

Packing machine SBU 134

extruded net

Packs from
250 gr up to 2.5 kg
Packing machine BRS

3 Sormavertbag

6

7 Sormapack
woven net
heat sealing

Packs from 500 gr up to 3 kg
Packing machine CBR and BRS
Pack in net with the addition of
two sealed film bands; these,
as well as being used as handle
provide printing space for
product information.
Ideal for citrus but also suitable
for avocados, potatoes.

Sormabag
flowpack

heat sealing
Packs from
1 kg up to 5 kg
Packing machine SBU

heat sealing
Packs from
250 gr up to 1 kg
Packing machine SBU

High impact packaging with
punched handle. Printing space
is alike between front and back of
the pack. The length of the bag
is determined by an invisible UV
mark. Suitable for citrus fruits,
onions, potatoes, chestnuts
and other similar products.

Pack in macro-perforated
clear film with customised
printed handle.
Suitable for kiwi fruit,
lemons, cherries and other
similar products.

Great care in the choice of materials

9 Net

woven net with
wineglass label
Packs from 250 gr up to 2 kg
Packing machine RB2
Plain net with printable label.
Suitable for citrus fruit, potatoes,
onions and other similar
products.

8

Packing machine CBR 170

Economic
Sormapack

with woven or extruded net

woven net

Pack in net with the band applied
only on top part as handle.
Suitable for citrus fruits, onions,
potatoes and other similar
products.

Packing machine BRS 134
New automatic packing machine especially
suitable for citrus fruits. Versatility is the main feature:
it is equipped with a double sealing bar which
enables the machine operator to switch from
Sormapack to Sormabag through an
user-friendly touch screen monitor.
No need to change the technical setting.
It is equipped as well with an ultrasound system
which detects the shape of the handle in order to
avoid the use of black reference marks on the film.
Also available with a narrow tube
to pack fruit in line (with extruded net).

7

8

Electronic packing machine. It is very gentle on the
product. Suitable for citrus fruit but also apples thanks to
the reduced drop of the product within the tube.
High self capacity of net which allows for reduced stops
of machine to change material. It can use both extruded
and woven nets. Also available with kit to add the handle.
Variable data may be printed on adhesive label
or directly on the film by thermal transfer.

Packs from 250 gr up to 3 kg
Packing machine CBR and BRS

Output: up to 28 pack/min
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Output: up to 30 pack/min

heat sealing

with woven net

CBR

BRS
1

6

7

8

NEW

RB2
9

Packing machine RB2 120
with woven net

Output: up to 35 pack/min
Automatic vertical netting machine with two
net holders. It is economic and easy to use.
It uses net, wineglass labels,
metal clip and ribbon.
It is equipped with a printer for
the variable data.
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THE PRODUCTION CYCLE IS CARRIED OUT ENTIRELY WITHIN THE COMPANY
Materials are submitted to thorough tests defined by strict internal procedures to ensure that all our packs
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Electronic packing machine. It is very gentle on the
product. Suitable for citrus fruit but also apples thanks to
the reduced drop of the product within the tube.
High self capacity of net which allows for reduced stops
of machine to change material. It can use both extruded
and woven nets. Also available with kit to add the handle.
Variable data may be printed on adhesive label
or directly on the film by thermal transfer.
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Output: up to 28 pack/min
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Packing machine RB2 120
with woven net

Output: up to 35 pack/min
Automatic vertical netting machine with two
net holders. It is economic and easy to use.
It uses net, wineglass labels,
metal clip and ribbon.
It is equipped with a printer for
the variable data.
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product. Suitable for citrus fruit but also apples thanks to
the reduced drop of the product within the tube.
High self capacity of net which allows for reduced stops
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